
 

 

 

 

       Kappy Grav Coarse / Fine 

High Quality Exterior Scratched Wall Coatings 

DESCRIPTION & USES: 

 Kappy Grav is high Quality wall coating based on acrylic co-

polymers 

 Contains coarse aggregates & selected marble grains to give a 

decorative scratched/smooth  effect . 

 For exterior and interior use. 

 Kappy Gravi Coarse / Fine is applied over fair face concrete ,cement 

plasters , wood , steel ( after protection against corrosion ) . 

 There are three different particle size fillers two size  used for 

kappy Grav Coarse and one use for kappy  Grav fine. 

 Several scratched designs could be obtained by applying the 

product in many different ways . 

 It is environment friendly product. 

Properties : 

Finish Scratched rough texture  

Color Available in white & several colors 

Density at 25º Appox 180,000 CP  

% Solid content by volume 73± 3 % 

Wash ability  / Wet Scrub resistance Washable –Rain Resistant  

Diluent / thinner Water 

Drying time at 25º C and relative humidity 
50 % 

Touch  Dry : 30 min 
Recoat        : 2 – 3 hours 
Hard  Dry   : 24 hours 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Instruction for use 

1- Surface preparation 

 Surface should be clean , solid and non-chalking . 

2- Application: 

 Use tiba seal coat to prime the surface. 

 Mix carefully the content to obtain homogeneous paste.  

 Apply a layer of tiba Grav using a stainless steel trowel in thickness 

equivalent to the size of the coarse grains in the product. 

 Pass over with the same trowel to level the layer and remove any 

excess deposition . 

 Allow the product to dry just a little ( around  10-15 minutes ) , then 

re-pass over with a clean plastic trowel in vertical movement to 

obtain vertical scratches ( or rotate in movement if circular scratch 

is desired ).this movement of the plastic trowel over the product 

will cause the sliding of the spherical grains to form Scratched 

rough texture. 

 Dilution : 5 % water if needed. 

Note   : product should  not be applied in direct sun light , strong wind 

,and rain or temperature  over 40ºc. 

Application tools:       trowel 

Coverage                :   2 -3 Kg. / m2 for kappy Grav Fine      and  3 -4 Kg. / m2 

for Kappy Grav Coarse  depending on surface condition , deposition and 

losses. 

Packing                  :  20 Kg. 

 



 

 

 

 

Storage  and shelf Life       :     10 month  in original tightly closed bags / 

containers  away from direct sunlight and excessive heat. 

 

 

Our recommendation are based on extensive research as well as practical experience However ,   

as the product is often used under condition  beyond our control , we cannot  guarantee 

anything but the quality of the product itself  We reserve the right to change the given data 

without notice . for any additional information call customer services department .     

 


